MEZZANINE IN ACTION

PHARMACEUTICAL
INDUSTRY

In a recent study of the American population, the Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) found that nearly 50% of
subjects had used at least one prescription drug within the last
1

30 days.

To successfully capitalize on this demand, pharmaceutical
companies must continuously move drugs through a complex
pipeline—from initial discovery and development, clinical
trials, Food & Drug Administration (FDA) approval, and into the
marketplace. This process must be conducted against a backdrop
of diminishing budgets and increasing competition.
Collaboration is critical at all stages of the pharmaceutical
pipeline, fueling not just early research & development (R&D)
efforts, but also later-stage activities, such as creating a
marketing plan or educating the medical community. With
Mezzanine™, pharmaceutical companies gain a foundation for
enhanced collaboration at any of these stages.
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Introducing Mezzanine
A system purpose-built for visual collaboration, Mezzanine extends existing videoconference technologies
by bringing together geographically dispersed experts in a virtual workspace that combines multiple
locations, users, devices, and streams of information.
In this connected workspace, abundant screen real estate allows for images to enlarge, diagrams to expand,
and ideas to flow and evolve. Participants — whether local or remote — can control and contribute to the
workspace and annotate and upload content from any device, aiding the decision-making process and
reducing the time required to bring a drug to market.

Improving Collaboration Within the Pharma Pipeline
From enhancing R&D activities to better coordinating global product launches, key features and functionality
of Mezzanine help pharmaceutical companies move drugs through the pipeline more efficiently.

C R EAT E M O R E IMMER SIVE AN D
C O M P E LLI N G M EET IN G EN VIRON ME NTS
Cover and customize the room with vivid documents, dashboards, and images from R&D, clinical
trials, and marketing campaigns to ensure that no detail is missed.
Multi-Surface HD Canvas
Present and share content and video
streams across multiple displays and walls.

Flexible Screen Configuration
Customize your workspace with a variety
of screen configurations.

Interactive Canvas
Position and size multiple windows of
content to customize your view.

Wand
Gesturally control and organize the
workspace with the wand. Just point and
click, drag and drop from the comfort
of your chair.
Mezzanine allows for flexible room configurations. Extend your workspace across multiple walls so that your team is fully engaged.
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F O S T E R CO LLAB OR AT IVE WOR KIN G RE LATIONSHIPS
W I TH D I S T R I BUT ED T EAMS
Discover and develop New Chemical Entities (NCEs) more effeciently, reduce travel and event budgets,
and quickly plan and execute global product launches

Infopresence
Unite your teams in a common digital
workspace. Regardless of which
Mezzanine room your teams are in, they
can add, view, and interact with content
as if they were all side by side. Let’s say
your R&D facilities in NYC and London are
working on a new drug and need the latest
from the design team in Los Angeles.
If they connect their Mezzanine rooms,
they can share and interact with each
location’s relevant information seamlessly
and simultaneously.

TA KE ACT I O N BA SED ON AL L R EL EVANT DATA POINTS
Quickly resolve R&D issues and keep clinical trial progress on track.
Content upload
Add graphics and PDF’s directly to the
workspace before or during your
meeting for quick and easy access
to relevant content.

Whiteboard Camera
Share ideas captured on your
physical whiteboard through your
digital workspace.

Annotation
Mark up workspace content from
anywhere via your iOS/Android devics

Content Management
Save and discard workspaces to
streamline meeting transitions and pick
up where you left off.

Grab and Go

BYOD Interaction

Download your workspace to review
and share with stakeholders outside
of your meeting.

Simultaneously control and contribute to the workspace from multiple locations and devices,
including your laptop browser and iOS/Android.
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About Oblong Industries Inc.
Founded in 2006, Oblong Industries has

Mezzanine is Oblong’s visual collaboration

created the platform for a new era of spatial,

solution, and it’s the only product of its kind to

distributed, and collaborative computing. Our

link locations, teams, and content in a shared

technology was the basis for the computing

immersive workspace. Fortune 1000 teams

systems depicted in the film Minority Report

around the world are already benefiting

and has roots in more than two decades of

significantly from Mezzanine’s content-rich

research at the MIT Media Lab.

collaboration environment.
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SCHEDULE A DEMO
Is your company seeking a more innovative
way to engage with clients and collaborate
across the organization? Experience
Mezzanine.
Schedule a demo at one of our thirteen
regional offices. Visit oblong.com/demo or
call 323-431-5059.
Atlanta, Boston, Boulder, Detroit, Houston,
Los Angeles, Menlo Park, New York, San
Francisco, Washington D.C.
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